
From:Dave Arcieri <darcieri@CITYOFEDGEWATER.ORG>
To: 'VolusiaExposed.Com' 

Subject:RE: Public Record Request - Racial Text IA Investigation
Date:Tue, 26 Dec 2017 18:52:06 +0000 (12/26/2017 01:52:06 PM)

I am under the impression a rule change is forthcoming, adding racial bias to the Moral Character Rule. It is 
my hope they will be using our case as an example to show the need for such a change. I hope this helps.

From: VolusiaExposed.Com [mailto:volusiaexposed@cfl.rr.com]

Sent: Tuesday, December 26, 2017 12:52 PM

To: Dave Arcieri

Subject: Re: Public Record Request - Racial Text IA Investigation

Chief:

What you have provided is fine (unsigned copies). As we (VolusiaExposed) stated in our previous 
email - we took no position whether the violations were or were NOT Moral Character violations.
But after reviewing CJSTC standards - we tend to agree with your office and FDLE - that making racist
statements about shooting minorities (to include children) is NOT a defined Moral Character standard. 
Stealing TV cable or DUI - now those are moral character violations.

One would imagine - that post Ferguson, MO., Baltimore, MD., and L.A., CA., that such behaviors 
would be defined moral character violations - by Florida's number one law enforcement agency - the 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement (CJSTC).

Since per CJSTC rules - your agency is ONLY required to send a copy of the case file to FDLE / 
CJSTC WHEN a moral character violation is sustained - it is interesting that FDLE requested copies of 
the case files.

We suspect the focus of our pending article will address the fact that these officers' sustained and 
admitted behaviors are not moral character violations. We suspect that the public (in general, NAACP, 
BLM) are NOT aware that such behaviors will NOT cause these officers' LEO certificates to have 
disciplinary actions applied.  Hopefully our article will enlighten the public and become the catalyst for
an update to Florida's moral character standards. 

Your agency appears to have taken quick and appropriate actions.
Regards,
VolusiaExposed.Com
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